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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS:

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and listing, ofclaims in the

application:

1 . (Original)A substrate for a display device, the substrate comprising:

a first substrate including a display region and a peripheral region adjacent to the

display region, the display region having a plurality ofpixels, a plurality of data lines and

a plurality of scan lines, the peripheral region having a first peripheral region adjacent to

first ends ofthe data lines and a second peripheral region adjacent to first ends of the scan

lines;

a driver section including a scan driver circuit and a data driver circuit, the scan

driver circuit and the data driver circuit formed in the first peripheral region, the scan

driver circuit providing the scan lines with a scan driving signal, and the data driver

circuit providing the data lines with a data signal; and

a first connecting part, fonned in the second peripheral region to be coupled to the

first ends ofthe scan lines, the first connecting part including a plurality of groups, each

of the groups disposed in first layers different from each other, the scan driving signal

being applied to the first connecting part.

2. (Original) The substrate ofclaim 1 , wherein the first connecting part includes:

a first group having a plurality of first connecting lines formed from a same layer

as the scan lines; and

a second group having a plurality of second connecting lines fonned from a same

layer as the data lines

.

3. (Original) The substrate of claim 2, wherein each of the first connecting lines

partly overlaps with at least one ofthe second connecting lines.

4. (Original) The substrate of claim 2, wherein the substrate further comprises a

first insulation layer, interposed between the first and second connecting lines, for

electrically insulating the first connecting lines from the second connecting lines.
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5. (Original) The substrate of claim 4, wherein the pixels respectively include a

switching device coupled to one of the data lines and one of the scan lines, the switching

device has a control electrode, a first current electrode, a second current electrode, a

second insulation layer, a semiconductor layer, a second insulating layer formed on the

control electrode, the semiconductor layer formed on the second insulation layer, the first

and second current electrodes formed on the semiconductor layer to be separated from

each other by a predetermined distance.

6. (Original) The substrate of claim 5, wherein the first insulation layer is a same

layer as the second insulation layer.

7. (Original) The substrate of claim 5, wherein the first insulation layer includes

the second insulation layer and the semiconductor layer.

8. (Original) The substrate of claim 7, wherein the semiconductor layer

corresponds to the first connecting lines.

9. (Original) The substrate of claim 4, wherein the first insulation layer includes a

contact hole for exposing the first ends of the scan lines so that the first connecting lines

are electrically connected to the first ends ofthe scan lines through the contact hole.

10. (Original) The substrate of claim 1, wherein the substrate further includes a

second connecting part, the second connecting part is formed in a third peripheral region,

is coupled to second ends of the scan lines and includes a plurality of third groups

disposed in second layers different from each other, ihe third peripheral region is adjacent

to the second ends of the scan lines, the scan driving signal is applied to the second

connecting part.
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11. (Original) The substrate of claim 10, wherein the first connecting part is

electrically coupled to odd numbered scan iines, and the second connecting part is

electrically coupled to even numbered scan lines.

12. (Original)A liquid crystal display device comprising:

a liquid crystal display panel Including a first substrate, a second substrate facing

the first substrate, and a liquid crystal layer disposed between the first and second

substrates, the first substrate including a display region and a peripheral region adjacent

to the display region, the display region having a plurality of pixels, a plurality of data

lines and a plurality of scan lines, the peripheral region having a first peripheral region

adjacent to first ends ofthe data lines and a second peripheral region adjacent to first ends

of the scan lines;

a driver section including a scan driver circuit and a data driver circuit, the scan

driver circuit and the data driver circuit formed in the first region, the scan driver circuit

providing the scan lines with a scan driving signal, and the data driver circuit providing

the data lines with a data signal; and

a first connecting part, formed in the second region to be coupled to the first ends

of the scan lines, the first connecting part including a plurality of groups, each of the

groups disposed in first layers different from each other, the scan driving signal being

applied to the first connecting part.

13. (Original) The substrate of claim 12, wherein the first connecting part

includes:

a first group having a plurality of first connecting lines formed from a same layer

as the scan lines; and

a second group having a plurality of second connecting lines formed from a same

layer as the data lines.

14. (Original) The substrate of claim 12, wherein each of the first connecting lines

partly overlaps with at least one ofthe second connecting lines.
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15. (Original) The substrate ofclaim 12, wherein the substrate further comprises a

first insulation layer, interposed between the first and second connecting lines, for

electrically insulating the first connecting lines from the second connecting lines.

16. (Original) The substrate ofclaim 15, wherein the pixels respectively include a

switching device coupled to one of the data lines and one of the scan lines, the switching

device has a control electrode, a first current electrode, a second current electrode, a

second insulBtion layer, a semiconductor layer, the second insulating layer formed on the

control electrode, the semiconductor formed on the second insulation layer, the first and

second current electrode formed on the semiconductor layer to be separated from each

other by a predetermined distance.

17. (Original) The substrate of claim 16, wherein the first insulation layer is a

same layer as the second insulation layer.

18. (Original) The substrate ofclaim 16, wherein the first insulation layer includes

the second insulation layer and the semiconductor layer.

19. (Original) The substrate of clBim 18, wherein the semiconductor layer

corresponds to the first connecting lines.

20. (Original) The substrate ofclaim 1 5, wherein the first insulation layer includes

a contact hole for exposing the first ends of at least one of the scan lines so that the first

connecting lines are electrically coupled to the first ends of said at least one of the scan

lines through the contact hole.

21. (Original) The substrate of claim 12, wherein the substrate further includes a

second connecting part, the second connecting part is formed in a third peripheral region,

is coupled to second ends of the scan lines and includes a plurality of third groups
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disposed in second layers different from each other, the third peripheral region is adjacent

to the second ends of the scan lines, and the scan driving signal is applied to the second

connecting part.

22. (Original) The substrate of claim 21, wherein the first connecting part is

electrically coupled to odd numbered scan lines, and the second connecting part is

electrically coupled to even numbered scan lines.

23. (Currently Amended) A method of manufacturing a. liquid crystal display

device, the method comprising:

forming a first substrate including a display region and a peripheral region

adjacent to the display region, the display region having a plurality of data lines, a

plurality of scan lines, and a plurality of pixeh and a connecting purt, each of the pixels

having a switching device electrically coupled to one ofthe scan lines and one ofthe data

lines, the oonnooting pert formed in tho peripheral rogion adjacent to firot endo the ocftn

linoo, end tho oonncoting part having a plurality uf muuuo diaponod in layora different

fmm ™nVi nthwi wherein forming a first substrate comprises;

forming a first metal laver in the di splay resign and the peripheral region;

patterning the fitst metal laver to form the scan lines and g&B electrodes

Wirhed from the scan lines on the display region and to form a plurality of first

r.rmnft<*mg lines in the peripheral r*rinn so that the first connection lines are

elecjrjsaUv and directly coupled to a first group of the scan lines;

fai-min
fl
an insulation laver. an active laver and a contact layer on tho first

substrate on which the acan tinea, the cate electrodes, and the first connecting

hjies are formed:

patterning the active laver and the contact Invar to form an active pattern

and a contact pattern;

forming a second metal l^v^r nn the first substrate on which the inflation

laver. the active pattern, and the contact pattern arc formed: and
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patterning the second metal laver to form the data lines, source electrodes

inched from the data lines, and drain electrodes spaced apart from the source

electrode on the display region, and to form a plurality ofsecond connecting lines

fee peripheral region so that the second connecting lines are electrically and

directly counted to a second group ofthe scan lines;

combining the first substrate with a second substrate; and

interposing a liquid crystal between the first and second substrates.

24. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 23, wherein the first connecting

part includes:

a foot group having a plurality of thgjirst connecting lines arcjbrmed from a

same layer as the scan lines; and

o Dooond group having a plurality oflhc second connecting lines ajreformed from a

same layer as the data lines.

25. (Canceled)

26. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 2423, wherein patterning the

active layer and the contact layer ferth«*-includes forming a double insulation layer on

the peripheral region to be interposed between the insulation layer and the second

connecting teywlineg .

27. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 2422, wherein patterning the

active layer and the contact layer IMrtheF-includes forming a contact hole on the insulation

layer, the active layer, and the contact layer so that the contact hole exposes an end of the

second group ofthe scan lilies.

28-29. (Canceled)
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30, (Currently Amended) A substrate for a display device, the substrate

comprising:

a first substrate including a display region and a peripheral region adjacent to the

display region, the display region having a plurality of pixels, a plurality of data lines,

and a plurality of scan lines disposed on a different lavcr from the data Unesr4ke

peripheral *ogion having a second peripheral rogion adjaoent to firot ends of the -seaa

a driver section including a scan driver circuit and a data driver circuit, the scan

driver circuit and the data driver circuit formed in the peripheral region, the scan driver

circuit providing the scan lines, with a scan driving signal, and the data driver circuit

providing the data lines with a data signal; and

a fi*sK:onnecting part? formed in the aeoottda portion of the peripheral region

adjacent to first ends ofthe scan lines to be coupled to tho first ends ofthe scan lines, the

fi«*-coimecting part including a first group having a nhindity of first connecting lines

formed from a same laver as the scan lines and a second group bavins a plurality of

second connecting lines formed from a same layer as the data Lmega plurality of groupo,

oaoh of the groupo diopooad in first layers different from Cfloh other, the scan driving

signal being applied to the feet-connecting part.

3 1 . (New)A method of manufacturing a liquid crystal display device, the method

comprising:

forming a first substrate including a display region and a peripheral region

adjacent to the display region, the display region having a plurality ofdata lines, a

plurality of scan lineB, and a plurality of pixels, each ofthe pixels having a switching

device electrically coupled to one ofthe scan lines and one ofthe data lines, wherein

forming a first substrate comprises:

forming a first metal layer in the display region and the peripheral region;

patterning the first metal layer to form the scan lines and gate electrodes

branched from tho scan lines on the display region, and to form first connecting
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lines in the peripheral region, the first connecting lines being electrically coupled

to first ends of the scan lines;

forming an insulating layer, an active layerp a contact layer, and a second

metal layer on the first substrate on which the scan lines, the gate electrodes, and

the first connecting lines are formed; and

patterning the active layer, the contact layer, and the second metal layer to

form an active pattern and a contact pattern on each of the gate electrodes, to form

the data lines, source electrodes branched from the data lines, and drain electrodes

spaced apart from the source electrodes on the display region, and to form second

connecting lines in the peripheral region, the second connecting lines being

electrically coupled to second ends of the scan lines;

combining the first substrate with a second substrate; and

interposing a liquid crystal between the first and second substrate,

wherein the first connecting lines are formed from a same layer as the scan lines

and the second connecting lines are formed from a same layer as the data lines.

\
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